a source algebra of the block algebra OGb. It is known (see [10, Theorem 18.3] ) that all defect pointed groups P γ contained in G {b} exactly form one conjugate class under the G-conjugation action. Therefore (OG) γ is unique up to conjugation and isomorphism. For a subgroup Q of P , we denote by LP P γ (Q) the set of all local pointed groups Q δ on OG contained in P γ . The set LP P γ (Q) can be identified with the set of all local pointed groups Q δ on (OG) γ through the canonical embedding of OP -interior algebras (OG) γ → OG. Obviously G acts on the set of all pointed groups on OG by the G-conjugation. For any subgroup H G, we denote by N G (H ) the normalizer of H in G and for any point α of H on OG, we denote by N G (H α ) the stabilizer of H α in N G (H ).
1.3.
Let Q be a group with a group homomorphism Q → Aut(G), which induces a Q-algebra structure on OG (see [10] ). Let (OG) Q be the unitary O-subalgebra of OG consisting of all Q-fixed elements of OG and C G (Q) the subgroup of G consisting of all Q-fixed elements in G. When Q is a p-group, the map is just the usual Brauer homomorphism associated to Q and the Q-algebra OG (see [10, §11] ). 
Let Q be a p-subgroup of G and

Note that if H is a subgroup such that QC G (Q) H N G (Q δ )
, then b δ is also a block idempotent of OH . If the block algebra OC G (Q)b δ is nilpotent (see [4] ), then Q δ is called nil-centralized; in particular, if Z(Q) is a defect group of OC G (Q)b δ , then Q δ is selfcentralizing.
1.5.
Let G and G be two finite groups and b and b be the block idempotents of OG and OG , respectively. Now we assume that (1.5.1) OGb is basic Morita equivalent to OG b (see its definition in [7] ).
Then by [7, Theorem 6.9 and Corollary 7.4] , there exist suitable defect pointed groups P γ of G {b} and P γ of G {b } , respectively, an isomorphism σ : P ∼ = P and an indecomposable endo-permutation OP -module U (see its definition in [10] ) with vertex P such that there exists an embedding of OP -interior algebras
Let Q be any subgroup of P and set Q = σ (Q 
for some i ∈ δ and i ∈ δ . With these preparations as above, now we can state our main result as the following: Theorem 1.6. Keep the hypothesis (1.5.1) and the notations as above, let Q δ ∈ LP P γ (Q) and set
Some properties of pointed groups under the bijection F
Q,Q γ,γ
Among the main ideas in the proof of Theorem 1.6 is [2, Theorem 1.8], in which permutation groups (see [2] ) play an important role. Therefore we are going to introduce some notations about permutation groups.
A pair (G, I
) is called an I -permutation group if G is a finite group and I is a finite set such that G acts on I . Let (G , I ) be another I -permutation group. A group homomorphism from (G, I ) to (G , I ) is a pair (φ, f ), where φ : G → G is a group homomorphism and f : I → I is a map such that f (x.s) = φ(x).f (s) for any x ∈ G and s ∈ I . We denote by Hom I (G, G ) the set of all such group homomorphisms. Obviously the actions of G on I and on G by the conjugation induce a group homomorphism G → Hom I (G , G ), through which G acts on Hom I (G, G ) by the composition. We denote by Hom I (G, G ) the set of all the orbits of G on Hom I (G, G ) and by (φ, f ) the orbit in Hom I (G, G ) containing (φ, f ) for any (φ, f ).
Let H and K be two subgroups of G. Obviously H and K are also I -permutation groups. Any x ∈ G such that K x H determines a group homomorphism (φ x , f x ), where [10, Proposition 37.7] ) and R λ and T ν be defect pointed groups of QC G (Q) β and of N G (Q δ ) α , respectively. From now on, we assume that Q δ is nil-centralized and that Q δ R λ T ν P γ . Set 
Since Q δ is nil-centralized, kC G (Q)b δ is nilpotent and thus by [4, Theorem 1.6 ], So in order to complete the proof, by [4, Lemma 3.9] again, the rest is to show that
. Then the isomorphism in [7, 7.6.3] induces the isomorphism
Since 
consisting of all orbitsφ such that there exists φ ∈φ preserving all the elements of Q. By [2, 2.
5.1], E G (R λ ) Q is a subgroup of E G (R λ ) and is isomorphic to N QC G (Q) (R λ )/RC G (R). Similarly the subgroup E G (R λ ) Q of E G (R λ ) is defined and is isomorphic to N Q C G (Q ) (R λ )/R C G (R ).
Then the isomorphism in [7, 7.6.3] induces the isomorphism
The local structure of block extensions
Let G be a finite group and Q be a p-subgroup of G. For any subgroup H such that Q H N G (Q), OG and 4OQC G (Q) admit the obvious H -algebra structures induced by the H -conjugation. Let P Q (OG) be the set of all pointed groups H on OG such that 
Q H N G (Q) and Br
The following lemma is well known: Lemma 3.1. Let G be a finite group and Q be a p-subgroup of G. Then there exists a bijection F between P Q (OG) and
In particular, the bijection preserves the localness and inclusion of pointed groups.
Proof. If Q is equal to {1}, then the lemma is trivial. Now we assume that Q is not equal to {1}.
Let H be a subgroup such that Q H N G (Q 
are H -algebra homomorphisms (see [10] ); moreover we have
Therefore the bijection between P Q (OG) and 
Similarly, Br 
point of H on kC G (Q) and H • is local if and only if H
Br OQC G (Q) Q ( • ) on kC G (Q) is local. Since Br OQC G (Q) Q • = Br OG Q ( ),Br OQC G (Q) Q ( • ) K Br OQC G (Q) Q (π • ) . Since Br OQC G (Q) Q • = Br OG Q ( ) and Br OQC G (Q) Q π • = Br OG Q (π), H • K π • if and only if H K π . 2
3.2.
Borrow the notations and hypothesis in 1.5 and 2.2. Let F be the bijection between P Q (OG) and P Q (OQC G (Q)) as in Lemma 3.1. It is easy to check that 
for any subgroup S of T . 
Let F be the bijection between P Q (OG ) and P Q (OQ C G (Q )) as in Lemma 3.1. It is easy to check that
F Q C G (Q ) β = Q C G (Q ) {b δ } and F N G Q δ α = N G Q δ {b δ } . Set F (Q δ ) = Q δ • , F (R λ ) = R λ • and F (T ν ) = T ν • .
Lemma 3.4. With the hypothesis and notations as above, there exist group homomorphisms π : L → N G (Q δ )/Q C G (Q ) and τ : T → L fulfilling the following conditions:
(3.4.1) Im(π ) = N G (Q δ )/Q C G (Q ), Ker(π ) = τ (R ), Ker(τ ) = {1} and π (τ (u )) = u for any u ∈ T ,
whereū is the image of u in N G (Q δ )/Q C G (Q ). In particular, considering L endowed with the action on the set N G (Q δ )/Q C G (Q ) given by π and the left multiplication as N G (Q δ )/Q C G (Q )-permutation group, τ induces a bijection τ S : Hom N G Q δ /Q C G (Q ) (S , T ) → Hom N G (Q δ )/Q C G (Q ) τ (S ), τ (T )
for any subgroup S of T .
(S ), τ (T ) .
Proof. For any subgroup S P , we denote by σ S the obvious group isomorphism from S to S = σ (S) induced by σ (see it between (1.5.1) and (1.5.2)). By [7, 7. 
, Ker(τ ) = {1} and π (τ (u )) =ū for any u ∈ T . For any subgroup S T , denote by τ S the group isomorphism S ∼ = τ (S ) = τ (S) induced by τ . Then it is a routine exercise to check that the map
, is well defined and bijective. Thus (3.4.1) is proved.
S µ and S µ • = F(S µ ).
For any
thus there exists x ∈ G such that (σ 
Moreover by [7, 7.6 
.3], ς Q (x) =x , wherex andx are the images of x and x in N G (Q δ )/QC G (Q) and N G (Q δ )/Q C G (Q ), respectively. Since F((S
Now it is trivially verified that the map
, is well defined and bijective. For any subgroup U T , we denote by τ U the isomorphism U ∼ = τ (U) induced by τ . By (3.2.2),τ S induces a bijection → ( , 1) , and has the k * -quotient isomorphic to H . We will always identify the k * -quotient of Res ϕ (Ĝ) with H . For more details on k * -groups, please see [5, §5] .
4.2.
Borrow the notations and hypothesis in 1.5, 2.2 and 3.2-3.4. Since Q δ is nilcentralized,
, from which, by the Noether-Skolem theorem, we obtain a group homomorphism ρ :
. By [5, Lemma 5.5], we can identify T with the subgroup {((1, t), τ (t)) | t ∈ T } ofL.
By Lemma 2.3, Q δ is also nil-centralized and thus the
) and identify T with the subgroup { ((1, t ) , τ (t )) | t ∈ T } ofL . By [5, Proposition 6 .12], [4, Proposition 5.11] and [2, 2.12.4], the embedding (1.5.2) induces a k * -group isomorphism (see [5, §5] 
Further it is easy to check that there exists a k * -group isomorphism
mapping t ∈ T onto σ (t) ∈ T and lifting the isomorphism (4.3.1). 
4.4.
4.5. Let G be a finite group, A be an OG-interior algebra and K γ and L δ be pointed groups on A. By [8, 2.11 and Proposition 2.12], we can define an A-fusion from K γ to L δ to be an orbitφ in Hom ∅ (K, L) fulfilling that there exists φ inφ such that φ is injective, for some i ∈ γ and some j ∈ δ, there exists a ∈ A * such that iAi ⊂ (j Aj ) a and for any
Lemma 4.6. With notations as above, R is a normal subgroup of L such that C L (R) = Z(R).
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, Q δ determines a local pointed group
Since both Br OG Q and Br
By [10, Theorem 3.2] , there exists j ∈ ν • and j ∈ ν N such that j j = j = jj ; in particular, a source algebra of 
Since Q δ is nil-centralized, by [2, Theorem 1.12], there exists an indecomposable endopermutation OT -module W with vertex T such that 
where j (ON G (Q δ ))j admits the OT -interior algebra structure with the group homo- 
Then the composition of (4.7.1) and (4.7.2) gives an embedding of OT -interior algebras
It is well known that there exists an OT -interior algebra embedding 
